**BIBLE FACTS**

Where did the name “Bible” come from? ________________________________

Written by about _______ authors over a period of about _______ years.

Written in: ___________________ (modern-day ___________ ),
___________________________ (modern-day ___________ ),
and _____________________ (modern-day ___________ ).

**IMPORTANT THINGS TO REMEMBER**

A. Every book of the Bible is at least slightly _____________________.

Some books/verses should be read ____________________________
(word-for-word)

while others are meant to be read ____________________________
(symbolically).

B. The main goal of the Bible is to teach ___________________ about
___________________, NOT _____________________.

**BOOKS OF THE BIBLE**

Catholic Bibles = ____ OT books + ____ NT books = ____ books total

Protestant Bibles = ____ OT books + ____ NT books = ____ books total

Martin Luther (and other Protestant Reformers) took out ____ books of the Bible in the 1500s.

This group of books is commonly called _______________________
books and/or ________________________.

**MISSING BOOKS**

1. ____________________
2. ____________________
3. ____________________
4. ____________________
5. ____________________
6. ____________________
7. ____________________

**BIBLE-RELATED QUOTES**

1. “The Bible is a ___________ _______________ from God to you with your name on it.” - Peter Kreeft
2. “You can sum up the Bible in 2 words: ___________ _______________.”, - John Eldridge
3. “The Bible should come with a _______________ _______________.”, - Peter Kreeft
4. “A well-used Bible that is _______________ _______________ usually belongs to a person who ____________.”
5. “Become familiar with the Bible so that it can be your _______________ pointing out the _______________ to follow.” - Pope Benedict XVI
3 Main Reasons Why Some Books Were Rejected:

1. ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________